
COTOPOLOGY AND MINIMAL HAUSDORFF SPACES1

G. E. STRECKER AND G. VIGLINO

The concept of cotopology was introduced by J. de Groot, who

showed that every regular space with a compact cospace is a Baire

space and that for metrizable spaces, topological completeness can be

defined in terms of compactness; specifically, topological complete-

ness is equivalent to possession of a compact cospace (cf. [l ] and [6]).

The first result generalizes in a natural manner the two usual formu-

lations of the Baire category theorem. Thus it is seen that a simply

stated topological property of a cospace for some space can determine

a more "sophisticated" property for the space itself.

In this paper it is shown that the property of having only Hausdorff

cospaces is equivalent to Alexandroff's 77-closed condition [2]. Using

this, a simple characterization of minimal Hausdorff spaces is ob-

tained, namely that a space is minimal Hausdorff if and only if it is

identical with each of its Hausdorff cospaces. An application of these

results yields a short proof of Banaschewski's result [3] that every

semiregular Hausdorff space has a minimal Hausdorff extension.

Let X = (X, t) he a topological space with &[X] the collection of

all open bases for r. Another topology r' defined on X is said to be a

cotopology of (X, t) if there exists some j3G(B[X] such that the com-

plements of closures of members of ß generate r', i.e. constitute an

open subbase for t'. The cotopology determined by the open base ß

will be denoted by Tß, and the cospace (X, t$) will be denoted by

Xi(ß). A cospace of X which is homeomorphic to X under the identity

map is said to equal X. A space X such that X*(ß)=X for all ß

G® [X] is called coinvariant.

1. 77-closed, irreducible, and semiregular spaces. In the course

of the paper the term (proper) extension of a topological space X will

denote a topological space which contains X as a (proper) dense sub-

space. A Hausdorff space which has no proper Hausdorff extension is

said to be H-closed (or absolutely closed) (cf. [2]). A topological

space is said to be irreducible if every open set is connected, or, equiva-

lently, if every nonempty open set is dense (cf. [7]). The complement

in a topological space X of the closure of a subset A will be denoted

by ExA ; thus EXA = X\ClxA.
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1 These results were independently obtained by the co-authors in their doctoral

dissertations.
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Lemma 1.1. Every Hausdorff space which is not H-closed has an

irreducible cospace.

Proof. Let A" be a Hausdorff space which is not //"-closed. Then

there exists some proper Hausdorff extension Y of X. Let pEY\X

and let { Va} «si be the collection of F-open neighborhoods of p. For

each aEA, let 0a = EX(V„HI). Since Y is Hausdorff, 6= {Oa}aeA

is an operi cover of X. Refine 0 to an open baseß = {B¡} seD, i.e. each

element of ß is contained in some element of G.

To show that X*(ß) is irreducible it is sufficient to show that every

pair of basic nonempty open sets has a nonempty intersection. We

may assume that any such pair consists of £xU<"=i £«¿ and

Ex U?Li Bs'i, BtiEß, 1 èièn; Bs'tEß, Igigm', since sets of this form

constitute an open base for X*(ß). Let OaiEQ he such that £{,CO„,.,

lgigw, and Oa'iEO be such that B^EOal l£i£m. Then

n »n n 77i

Ex U  B, H Ex U  Bv D Ex U  Oa r\ Ex U  Oa>
,•=1        ' M        * i=x        { M        '

n m

D n Va.r\ n Va-.r\x.
<=i    *    ¿=i    *

But since A" is dense in F.and each Fais open, Íl",i F0in(1"Li F^HI

is not empty.

Theorem 1.1. ^4 Hausdorff space X is H-closed if and only if X*(ß)

is Hausdorff for every ßE<&[X].

Proof. The sufficiency is immediate from the above lemma since

it is clear that no irreducible space can be Hausdorff.

If X is finite the necessity is clear. To establish the necessity other-

wise, suppose that X is ü-closed and that for some /3E®[X], X*(ß)

is not Hausdorff. Then there exist distinct points p, qEX such that

every X*(j3)-neighborhood of p has a nonempty intersection with

every A"*(j3)-neighborhood of q.

Let X' = X\{p, q). Since X is Hausdorff, for every xEX' there

exist Bx, Bp<x, Bq,xEß such that xEBx, pEBPtXrs\Ex(BtiXKJBx), and

qEBa,xC\Ex(Bv,x\JBx). Thus, by hypothesis, for every xEX',

Wx = Ex(Bq,x U Bx) C\ EX(BP,X \J Bx)

is not empty.

Now it is possible to extend the space X to the space X\j{z\,

where an open neighborhood base for the new point z is

{ {zJUTFrlxEA"'}. Since no Wx is empty, X is dense in ZUJi).
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Also if xQX', Bxi\({z} U Wx) is empty and (Bp,X>Bq,x)C\({z] U Wx)

is empty. Therefore z has Hausdorff separation with every member

of X so that X\J {z} is a proper Hausdorff extension of X, which is

impossible.

An open set 0 in a topological space X is regular open il 0 = ExExO.

A topological space which possesses a base of regular open sets is said

to be semiregular.

Theorem 1.2. For a topological space X=(X, t) the following are

equivalent:

(i) X is semiregular.

(ii) X*(r)=X.
(iii) X*(ß)=X for some ßQ(S,[X].

Proof.. (i)=*-(ii). Assume X is semiregular. Let ßQ(S> [X] be a base

consisting of regular open sets. Then if BQß, ExBQt so that ExExB

= BQX*(t). Hence every open set in X is open in X*(t).

(ii)=»(iii). Clear.

(in)=>(i). Suppose that for some ßQ&[X], X*(ß)=X. Then

{ExO\OQß} is closed under finite intersections, so it constitutes a

base for X*(ß) and, consequently, for X. But each ExO is regular

open since for any open set A, ExExExA — Ex A. Hence X is semi-

regular.

Lemma 1.2. In a topological space X= (X, t), the closure in X*ir)

of an open set in X equals the closure of the set in X.

Proof. Let OQt. The set ExO is open in X*(t) and disjoint from

0. Hence C1x*(t> OQCAxO. The inverse inclusion follows immediately

from the fact that the topology of X*(t) is weaker than that of X.

Theorem 1.3. For any topological space X=(X, t), X*(t) is semi-

regular.

Proof. Denote X*(t) by Y. Let OQt. Since ExOQt, ExExO is

open in Y. Hence EYExExO is open in Y*(t'), where r' is the collec-

tion of sets open in Y. By the above lemma, EYExExO = ExExExO

= ExO. Thus each member of {7¿x0| OQt} is open in Y*(t'). But

since {£x0| OQt] constitutes an open base for Y, Y*(t')= Y. Hence,

by Theorem 1.2, F is semiregular.

2. Minimal Hausdorff spaces. A topological space X = (X, t)

satisfying a topological property P is minimal-P if there exists no

topology on X strictly weaker than t satisfying property P (cf. [4]).

Using the results of the previous section and a characterization of

minimal Hausdorff spaces due to Katëtov [8], namely that a space is
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minimal Hausdorff if and only if it is ií-closed and semiregular, it is

easy to deduce that a necessary and sufficient condition for a Haus-

dorff space to be minimal Hausdorff is that it be coinvariant. For, if

X is minimal Hausdorff it is ii-closed, so that by Theorem 1.1, every

cospace of X is Hausdorff and hence must equal X by the minimality

of X. Conversely, if X is coinvariant it is, by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2,

both iî-closed and semiregular and therefore minimal Hausdorff.

The following theorem shows that the property that every Haus-

dorff cospace equals the space is also equivalent to the minimal

Hausdorff property. This result extends to other minimal spaces.

Viglino has shown that a £-space, X, is minimal-P if and only if every

P-cospace of X equals X for the following topological properties, P:

(1) Hausdorff, (2) Urysohn, (3) regular, (4) completely regular, (5)

normal, (6) completely normal, (7) locally compact (where minimal-£

is equivalent to compactness for properties (4) through (7)) [lO].

Theorem 2.1. A Hausdorff space X is minimal Hausdorff if and

only if every Hausdorff cospace of X equals X.

Proof. We need only show sufficiency. To do this we use the fol-

lowing characterization of minimal Hausdorff spaces which appears

in Bourbaki [5]: A space is minimal Hausdorff if and only if every

open filter base with a unique adherent point converges.

Suppose X is not minimal Hausdorff. Then there exists an open

filter base, 11= { Ua\aeA, with |~Ue4 ClxUa— {p} ; and an open neigh-

borhood, Np, of p which contains no Ua, aEA. Let ß= 91W3TC where

3X= {iVjiV is open and pEClxN} and M={M\M is open and

MEExUa for some aEA}. Clearly ßE®[X]. We show that X*(ß)

is Hausdorff and not equal to X.

Let pi, p2 be distinct points of X with p2r¿p. Let Ai E3TC be a neigh-

borhood of p2, whose closure contains neither pi nor p. Then EXME 91

so that EXEXM, as well as EXM, is open in X*(ß). Moreover,

piEExM, p2EExExM, and EXMC\EXEXM = 0. Hence, X*(ß) is
Hausdorff.

We show X*(ß) ?±X by showing that no X*(ß)-ooen neighborhood

of p is contained in Np. It is sufficient to do this for sets of the form

C\^i ExBai, £ajEi3 = 9lW9TC, l^i^n, since they constitute an open

base for X*(ß). But if flB=1 ExBai is to contain p, each Bai, 1 ú.i'u.n,

must be an element of 971. Hence, for each i, 1 á¿ = », there exists a

UatElL such that BaiCExUai. Thus (1B=1 ExBaiD()tx ExExUai

D il".! Uai. Since 11 is a filter base, f~lB=1 Uai contains some member

of 11. Hence since Np contains no member of 11, Np cannot contain

n?-i ExBat.
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Theorem 2.2. A Hausdorff space X= (X, t) is H-closed if and only

if X*(t) is minimal Hausdorff.

Proof. Let X he 77-closed. Since the closure of a set in X*(ß)

contains the closure of the set in X lor all ßQ(& [X], X*(ß) is 77-closed

for all ßQ(& [X]. In particular X*(t) is 77-closed. Moreover, by Theo-

rem 1.3, X*(t) is semiregular. Hence X*(t) is minimal Hausdorff.

Conversely, suppose that X*(t) is minimal Hausdorff. Then it is

77-closed, so that it has no proper Hausdorff extension. But if ( Y, t')

is a proper Hausdorff extension of X, then Y*(t') is a proper Haus-

dorff extension of X*(t) since (EY0)r\X = Ex(OC\X) lor all OQt'.

Therefore X has no proper Hausdorff extension, i.e. X is 77-closed.

3. Minimal Hausdorff extension of semiregular spaces. Bana-

schewski [3] has shown that a Hausdorff space can be embedded

densely in a minimal Hausdorff space if and only if it is semiregular.

He constructed, for an arbitrary semiregular Hausdorff space, a mini-

mal Hausdorff extension, based on the 77-closed extension constructed

by Katëtov [9]. In Theorem 3.1, a method is given for obtaining a

minimal Hausdorff extension of a semiregular space, X, given any

77-closed extension of X.

Strecker has shown in his dissertation that every Hausdorff space

can be embedded as a closed subset of a minimal Hausdorff space

with the same weight and that every Hausdorff space has an 77-closed

extension with the same weight.

Lemma 3.1. Let X=(X, t) be semiregular, and Y=(Y, t') be any

extension of X. Then Y* (t') is a semiregular extension of X.

Proof. By Theorem 1.3, Y*(t') is semiregular. Since (EY0)C\X

= Ex(Or\X) for all OQt', Y*(t') is an extension of X*(t). But since

X is semiregular we have, by Theorem 1.2 that X = X* (t).

Theorem 3.1. Let X be semiregular, and Y=(Y, r) be any H-closed

extension of X. Then Y*(t) is a minimal Hausdorff extension of X.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2, Y*(t) is minimal Hausdorff and by the

above lemma it is an extension of X.
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